The attitude of a rigid body belongs to the configuration space known as Special Orthogonal group SO(3) and is represented in most general terms as 3 × 3 rotation matrix. The space can, however, be parameterized in terms of fewer parameters. The advantages and disadvantages of some important representations used are summarized below:
and do not suffer any discontinuity like Euler angles. These are also computationally more efficient than Euler angles since computation of sines and cosines is more expensive than simple operator on numbers. However, they possess the ambiguity of dual covering, i.e., the quaternions q and −q represent the same quaternion. It is also easier to interpolate between rotations and to chain rigid transformations.
• Axis/angle representation: It parameterizes the rotation by a unit vector n and a rotation about it by angle θ. Since unit vector has a norm constraint, three parameters are required for representation, 2 for unit vector and 1 for rotation angle. The representation is not unique and an additional rotation of 360 0 gives the same rotation matrix. However it has many advantages too. The representation is minimal and does not require any constraints on parameters such as unit modulus of quaternions used to represent rotations. It is easer to understand the pose (example a twist about y axis) and the derivatives of rotation matrix R with respect to rotation angle can easily be computed.
Problem with Euler Angles
Although Euler angles are widely used because of their minimalistic (3 parameters for 3 Degrees of Freedom) and intuitive physical representation, they exhibit a phenomenon known as Gimbal Lock which results in a singularity in the attitude representation. Note that the Euler angles are relative sequential rotations (See video on GuerrilaCG
Youtube channel: Euler (gimbal lock) Explained: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zc8b2Jo7mno ). For example in a 123 rotation, a single roll angle will change the orientation of pitch and yaw axis but in case of a single pitch angle rotation, the roll axis remains intact while yaw axis changes its orientation with the pitch rotation. When the pitch is 90 0 , the roll and yaw axis becomes the same and system can rotate only about 2 axis in space at that particular instant. Therefore, when the axis of two out of the three gimbals are driven parallel to each other in a configuration, there is a loss of degree of freedom and the dimension of the attitude space reduces to 2. The gimbal is still free to move(there is no actual mechanical lock as the name suggests) however, in order to move along the third missing axis in this configuration, the body will have to move simultaneously along two gimbals axis and may exhibit unfamiliar motions when such a situation is encountered physically. There are many ways in which people deal with this problem while still using Euler angles however, that treatment is not a topic of these notes. 
Mathematical Implication
The determinant of the above matrix becomes zero at θ = 90 0 and there the dimension of the space reduces to 2. The matrix can be inverted to obtain Euler rates in terms of angular velocity as:
At the singularity point, the matrix elements are not defined as tan and sec terms go to ∞.
Quaternions
Quaternions can be considered as 4 component extended complex number of the form
where in q = (q 0 , q), q 0 is called the real part and q = (q 1 q 2 q 3 ) T is called the imaginary part of the quaternion. Some concepts and definitions used in Quaternion theory are described below [1] :
• A right handed notation follows the following rules:
• The conjugateq of q is defined asq
• Norm is defined as
(10)
• The quaternion product is denoted as q • p and can be obtained using the rules of Eqs. 2-5.
• Inverse of a quaternion is defined as :
This is similar to inverse in complex numbers:
A unit quaternion (|q| = 1) can be used to represent a rotation in space. This set of 4 dimensional vectors with unit modulus are said to belong to set S 3 [4] . Since its modulus is one, q −1 =q = q * (q * is also the notation for conjugate of quaternion which is more commonly used in case quaternion elements are complex numbers. Since rotation quaternions have real entries, q * =q). Henceforth, all the quaternions mentioned will be unit quaternions unless stated otherwise.
Euler's Rotation Theorem
Any rotation or sequence of rotations of a rigid body or coordinate system about a fixed point is equivalent to a single rotation by a given angle about a fixed axis (called Euler axis) that runs through the fixed point.
Quaternions can be very easily correlated to the axis angle representation of attitude. Any attitude of a rigid body can be defined by stating an axis in 3D with unit vector n, and a rotation about that axis, θ. A rotation quaternion can be represented in terms of these two as:
As verification, consider the well known rotation formula studied in dynamics course.
where θ is the rotation about the axis of rotation n Now consider the equation
Simplifying the above, we get
If we now choose q as q = (cos θ 2 , sin θ 2 n), |n| = 1, then x becomes:
This is same as the known rotation formula. 
Extension of complex numbers
It is well known that multiplying a complex numbers r 1 e iθ1 (=r 1 cos θ 1 + ir sin θ 1 ) by r 2 e iθ2 results in amplification of its magnitude by r 2 times and change in orientation by an angle θ 2 (product = r 1 r 2 e i(θ1+θ2) ). See Fig.1 for an example. Now if we were to multiply with a unit modulus complex number, i.e. r 2 = 1, then we can perform pure rotation. Quaternions can be seen just to be an extension of this mathematical construction and the constraint of unit modulus to higher dimension.
Quaternion Conventions
Quaternions are represented in many ways and have different interpretations. For example, one can consider rotating frames or rotating vectors or a left handed or right handed operations(Note that the usual vector cross product is based on right handed system, however it can also be defined in a left handed system). Two most commonly used notations are Hamilton and JPL conventions, both of which considers rotating frame [2] . The one used in these notes above and which will be used in subsequent theory is the Hamilton convention. Some differences between two are:
3. Default notation Local to Global Global to local
where L stands for local frame and G stands for global frame. Therefore given the sequence of operation q • − • q * ,
we go from local frame to global frame in Hamilton notation and vice versa in JPL when going from left hand side to right hand side in an equation.
Quaternion Derivatives
Quaternion derivatives are often used to represent angular velocity or to integrate the system dynamics. This section will state and derive some important relations which are very common in literature.
First Derivative
The quaternion rates are given in terms of angular velocity expressed in global frame (w = (0, w)) or body frame
A simple derivation for the quaternion rate is done using the first principle [2] .
Note that in Hamilton notation, local disturbances or rotations(i.e., with respect to current configuration) are post-multiplied as done above since we move from local to global frames when going left. Thus, the change in angle θ l / t represents the angular velocity in body frame. Similarly if one were to add global disturbances(i.e., with respect to glbal coordinate system and not the current body configuration), they would be pre-multiplied and not post-multiplied. This can be better understood by following example. Consider the following two sets of consecutive rotations: Let us denote first rotation quaternion by q 1 and the second by q 2 . In the first case, since we are rotating with respect to local frame of reference, this local perturbation is post multiplied, i.e., q a = q 1 • q 2 . Whereas, in the second case, we are rotating again with respect to global frame of reference, therefore we will be pre-multiplying, i.e., Let x denote the quaternion corresponding to position vector in global frame and x denote the quaternion corre-sponding to position vector in local frame. Another derivation for the derivative formula is as follows [1] :
Now from definition of quaternion product,
where in last step scalar part becomes zero, which can be obtained by differentiating |q| 2 = 1, and the vector part is defined as v for convenience.
Therefore, we getẋ
Note that it can be easily shown from above expressions and using |p • q| = |p||q| that |˙ x| = |2 v|| x| which implies that v is perpendicular to x.
Now for pure rotation,˙ x = w × x where w is the angular velocity and is perpendicular to x. Therefore, we have
Now the angular velocity in body frame is given by w =q • w • q and hence Eq.(46) becomeṡ
It is very convenient to have matrix notations for all the operations mentioned above. Let G and E be defined by:
The angular velocities can then also be written in terms of G and E as follows:
It can easily be shown that following also holds:
Note that w = 2Eq = 2E(E T w/2) = EE T w. Therefore EE T = I. Similarly GG T = I.
Second Derivative
We will now derive relationship between quaternion and angular acceleration. Differentiating w = 2q •q, we geṫ
=⇒˙ w = 2Gq (58)
One can similarly work out the derivative in terms of world frame angular velocity w.
Rotation Matrix
The rotation matrix R which transforms x to x can be written as [1] :
The R matrix is obtained as:
This can easily be seen as:
The rotation matrix derivative can then easily be obtained as [1] 
where Ω is the skew symmetric matrix corresponding to the angular velocity vector.
Problems with Quaternions and other attitude representations 8.1 Quaternions
Since there are two quaternions:
• Ambiguities in representing an attitude: The constraint of unit modulus of quaternions restrict the quaternions to a sphere of unit radius in 4 dimensions, known as the three-sphere which is the set of unit-vectors in R 4 . This three sphere doublecovers the attitude configuration of the special orthogonal group, SO(3).
• Single physical attitude of a rigid body may yield two different control inputs, which causes inconsistency in the resulting control system. A specific choice between two quaternions generates discontinuity that makes the resulting control system sensitive to noise and disturbances.
General Representation
We first need to understand an important fact related to attitude stabilization. It has been proved mathematically [4] that there cannot exist a smooth controller on the configuration space (such as SO(3) or S 3 ) that is globally asymptotically stable.
Theorem: The geometry of attitude space precludes the existence of continuous time invariant control that achieves global asymptotic stability.
The proof of this theorem is a little involved with consideration of topological obstructions and configuration manifold which is out of scope of these notes. Details can be found in Reference [4] . Note that even the geometric controllers which work on SO(3) directly instead of any parameterizations have also been shown to be almost globally asymptotically stable, such as in [5] , where a two dimensional manifold is excluded from the three dimensional SO (3) in the region of attraction. In case of quaternions or Euler angles it is easy to note that since q and −q and 0 and 2π represent the same attitude, there exists more than one equilibrium point and thus one cannot even talk about global stability. One can filter the algorithm for these cases but then the controller becomes discontinuous (non-smooth) and hence the above theorem is not violated.
Unwinding Phenomenon: The body may rest arbitrarily close to the desired attitude yet rotate through large angles before coming to rest in the desired attitude [4] .
Consider a body rotating about a single axis in a plane with angular velocity ω(t) with angular position θ(t). We can design a control torque u(t) to stabilize the system dynamics as:
It may seem that θ = 0 is globally asymptotically stable point but values of θ that differ by integral values of 2π represent the same point in configuration space and hence it is not well defined in the state space. If we start at θ = 2π − , then instead of going shorter way of anticlockwise, the controller will take it 2π − clockwise.
Quaternion Error Dynamics
The quaternion error is defined as the relative rotation between the desired rotation and actual rotation. In order to better understand the inverse multiplication operation, we take example of rotation matrices. Suppose the rotation matrices corresponding to two consecutive relative rotations are R 1 and R 2 . The net rotation matrix is then given by R 3 = R 2 R 1 . Now if R 3 and R 2 were to be given, then R 1 can be found by multiplying both sides by inverse of R 1 .
Now suppose R 3 = R takes us from body to global frame and R 2 = R d takes us from desired to global frame. Then R 1 =R(error rotation matrix) takes us from body to desired frame. Hence the error rotation matrix can be found out by:
The quaternions behave in a similar way to the rotation matrices. If the body attitude quaternion is q and the desired body attitude is q d then the the error quaternion is defined as
As verification, note that
(since error quaternion takes a vector f rom body f rame to desired f rame)
(since q d takes a vector f rom desired f rame to world f rame)
This is just one way to define the error quaternion and authors may define this quaternion in different ways.
Quaternion Error dynamics: First Order
Closed loop systems compute a feedback based not only on the error of involved quantities but also many times based on the rate of change of error. For this purpose, we derive here the expressions for quaternion error derivatives. It is to be noted that subtraction between two quantities has a meaning(or is consistent) only if they are expressed in same frame. Hence, suppose we are given a history of desired attitudes and we obtain the angular velocity from it.
This operation will return us the derivative in the desired frame of references at each instant. To compare it to actual angular velocity, defined in the body frame, appropriate transformations have to be made which will be become clear below. Note that these transformations arise naturally since the physical quantities have to be consistent in their arithmetic.
From Eq.(72), we can obtain the time derivative of the error quaternion in the following way
(using derivative of quaternion expressionEq.(35)
f or both body f rame and desired f rame quaternion)
where w d is the desired angular velocity quaternion and D stands for desired quaternion frame and B denotes body frame. Now, according to
Denoting the angular velocity error asw = w B − w 
Quaternion to Euler Angle Conversion
Euler angles can be defined in many ways depending on the order of rotation and are still in popular use due to their simple physical interpretations. However it can be tricky to convert between quaternions and the Euler angles and this section gives a method to derive this conversion. The formula derived can be verified in a number of resources [7] .
Let XYZ represent the rotation first about X axis by φ, then about new Y axis by θ and finally about new Z axis by ψ. Then the rotation matrix converting a vector from final frame (x,y,z) to original frame(X,Y,Z) is given by
cos θ cos ψ − cos θ sin ψ sin θ cos φ sin ψ + sin φ sin θ cos ψ cos φ cos ψ − sin φ sin θ sin ψ − sin φ cos θ sin φ sin ψ − cos φ sin θ cos ψ sin φ cos ψ + cos φ sin θ sin ψ cos φ cos θ
We have already derived the rotation matrix with quaternions which is
Comparing the above two matrices element by element, we can find Euler angles from the quaternions: 
To obtain quaternion in terms of Euler Angles, we can solve the above system of equations. However, it can be tedious to solve. Instead, we can directly construct quaternion from the knowledge of Euler sequence. For the above sequence, just like we proceeded while deriving the quaternion derivative, the local rotation is compounded to the right. We first represent the quaternions for three rotations as 
The above expressions can be verified with the NASA documentation [7] . The reader can also refer to this document for transformations of all 12 Euler angle combinations.
Disclaimer
These notes on quaternions are by no means complete and exhaustive. They only describe some fundamental details and do not go into much depth. They serve only to introduce the quaternions and coherently state their properties so that the reader can now readily refer to other literatures and understand the subtlety involved in the use of quaternions due to the existence of multiple conventions. Interested readers may refer to the references given below and to the vast literature accessible on Internet for greater detail.
